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Boundary conditions for the diffusion
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Using the method of images, we examine the three boundary conditions commonly applied to the surface
of a semi-infinite turbid medium. We find that the image-charge configurations of the partial-current and
extrapolated-boundary conditions have the same dipole and quadrupole moments and that the two corre-
sponding solutions to the diffusion equation are approximately equal. In the application of diffusion theory
to frequency-domain photon-migration (FDPM) data, these two approaches yield values for the scattering and
absorption coefficients that are equal to within 3%. Moreover, the two boundary conditions can be combined
to yield a remarkably simple, accurate, and computationally fast method for extracting values for optical
parameters from FDPM data. FDPM data were taken both at the surface and deep inside tissue phantoms,
and the difference in data between the two geometries is striking. If one analyzes the surface data without
accounting for the boundary, values deduced for the optical coefficients are in error by 50% or more. As
expected, when aluminum foil was placed on the surface of a tissue phantom, phase and modulation data
were closer to the results for an infinite-medium geometry. Raising the reflectivity of a tissue surface can,
in principle, eliminate the effect of the boundary. However, we find that phase and modulation data are
highly sensitive to the reflectivity in the range of 80- 100%, and a minimum value of 98% is needed to mimic
an infinite-medium geometry reliably. We conclude that noninvasive measurements of optically thick tissue
require a rigorous treatment of the tissue boundary,
boundary approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the past five years the application of diffusion
theory to radiative transfer has become increasingly more
fruitful, particularly in laser diagnostics of biological
tissue.' Photon-migration techniques based on diffusion
theory have been used to monitor optical properties that
reflect the physiological state of tissue.2 Photon-density
waves, strongly damped wave solutions to the diffusion
equation, have been used to detect objects embedded in
tissue phantoms.3 4 It is important that these laser tech-
niques be noninvasive if they are to be clinically useful,
so the optical fibers transporting the laser light must
be placed on the surface of the tissue. The presence of
a tissue boundary is therefore inevitable, and diffusion
theory must account for this boundary if errors of 50%
or more are to be avoided in the measurement of optical
properties.

and we suggest a unified partial-current-extrapolated

The first attempts to apply an appropriate boundary
condition to the diffusion equation in radiative trans-
fer led to awkward results.5 The solutions violated the
diffusion approximation near the surface, invalidating
the derivation of the diffusion equation from the lin-
earized Boltzmann transport equation. However, when
Fresnel reflections at the surface are included in the
boundary condition, the pressure on the diffusion approxi-
mation is somewhat relieved. Two different boundary
conditions can be modified to account for Fresnel re-
flections that arise from the refractive-index mismatch
at the tissue-air interface: (1) the extrapolated bound-
ary condition69 and (2) the partial-current (or radiation)
boundary condition.'1' 2

In Section 2 we use the method of images to derive so-
lutions to the diffusion equation with the partial-current
and extrapolated boundary conditions. We discover that
the image-charge configurations for the partial-current
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and extrapolated boundary conditions have the same
dipole and quadrupole moments. As a result, these two
solutions to the diffusion equation are nearly the same.
Indeed, the extrapolated boundary solution obeys the
partial-current boundary condition to a good approxima-
tion. This fact motivates a remarkable simplification
in the analytical expressions for the phase and modula-
tion of photon-density waves in tissue. These simplified
expressions [Eqs. (2.7) below] represent a unification of
the partial-current and extrapolated boundary conditions,
and they provide an accurate and computationally fast
means of accounting for a boundary in noninvasive mea-
surements that are based on diffusion theory.

In Section 3 we present frequency-domain photon-
migration (FDPM) data to test and illustrate the pre-
dictions of diffusion theory. We find that either the
partial-current or the extrapolated boundary approach
or the unified partial-current-extrapolated boundary
approach can successfully account for the presence of
a boundary. We also observe a reduction in the effect
of the boundary on phase and modulation data when
aluminum foil is placed on the surface. Increasing the
reflectivity of the boundary raises the light level near
the boundary (and hence the detected signal), renders
the diffusion approximation more applicable, and yields
FDPM data closer to the data of an infinite-medium ge-
ometry. However, for the effect of the boundary to be
eliminated and the situation to be converted to an (ef-
fective) infinite-medium geometry, the reflectivity of the
surface would have to reach an impractically high value
(98%). Hence the only feasible method for probing tis-
sue noninvasively is to account for the boundary with an
appropriate boundary condition.

equation13-1 6

1 aL(r, , t) + V L(r, -( + )L(r, t)
c at

+ or Af L(r, s', t)f( * s')dfl' + Q(r, , t), (2.1.1)

where the radiance L(r, s, t) has units W/(m2 sr) and
where s is a unit vector pointing in the direction of in-
terest. The linear scattering and absorption coefficients,
o- and /3, are the inverses of the mean free paths for scat-
tering and absorption, respectively, and the normalized
differential scattering cross section f (s * ')satisfies

(2.1.2)

The source term Q(r, s, t) represents power injected into
a unit solid angle centered on s in a unit volume at r.
Equation (2.1.2) treats photons as billiard balls undergo-
ing elastic collisions and traveling through the medium at
speed c = (3 x 108 m/s)/n, where n is the refractive index
of the medium (typically n = 1.40 for biological tissues' 7 ).
Interference effects of photons are assumed to average to
zero. In essence, Eq. (2.1.1) provides a mathematical ac-
counting of incoherent photons.

The similarity of transport equation (2.1.1) to a conti-
nuity equation is emphasized by integration over all solid
angles and use of the definitions of the fluence rate 4
and the flux j:

1 aO(r, t) + V j(r, t) =-,30(r, t) + S(r, t),
C at

where

S(r, t) 3 4T| Q(r, st)dQl,

0 (r, t) 4|l L(r, st)dQl,

2. DIFFUSION THEORY IN
RADIATIVE TRANSFER

At least three boundary conditions have been applied to
the diffusion equation in radiative transfer. In this sec-
tion we describe all three and compare their predictions
for phase and modulation in FDPM measurements. We
begin with a brief derivation of the diffusion equation,
starting from the linearized Boltzmann transport equa-
tion, and emphasize the approximations and limitations
that one must keep in mind while using diffusion the-
ory. We then discuss photon-density waves in an infinite
medium and check the validity of the diffusion approxi-
mation. Extending our discussion to a half-space geome-
try, we find that Fresnel reflections at the boundary of
a semi-infinite medium save the diffusion approximation
from flagrant violation. We note that the partial-current
boundary condition specifies the anisotropy in the radi-
ance at the surface, making it easy to check on the validity
of the diffusion approximation. We also examine the zero
boundary and extrapolated boundary conditions and con-
clude the section by recommending an approximate form
of the partial-current condition, which is actually a sim-
plified version of the extrapolated-boundary condition.

A. Derivation of the Diffusion Equation
The propagation of electromagnetic waves in scattering
media can be described with the Boltzmann transport

(2.1.3)

When scattering is much stronger than absorption
(°-tr >> 3), the radiance can be expressed as an isotropic
fluence rate 0 plus a small directional flux j, and trans-
port equation (2.1.1) reduces to a diffusion equation.5 13'16

We first write the radiance as

L(r, 1, t) = 3 0(r, t) + 3 j(r, t) .
4v 4T

(2.1.4)

Substituting this diffusion approximation into Eq. (2.1.1)
and then multiplying by and integrating over all solid
angles yields

1 aj(r, t) _ 1 1.
1 ~rw = Vo (r, t) - ftj~, t),

c at 3 3D

where

3[(-1 - 1 _ tr 
D 3[(1 - )o- + P3] - tr -3

(2.1.5)

where D is the photon-diffusion coefficient, g is the av-
erage cosine of the scattering angle, tr = (1 - g)0- +
,B is the linear transport coefficient, and Itr = 

1
/oUtr is
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the transport mean free path. We have made the addi-
tional assumption that the source term Q in Eq. (2.1.1)
is isotropic. In steady state, Eq. (2.1.5) yields an expres-
sion for the flux analogous to Fick's law:

j(r, t) = -DVqS(r, t). (2.1.6)

Even when the source varies in time, Eq. (2.1.6) is a
good approximation for biological tissues if the source
frequencies are less than -1 GHz.

The two relations between the fluence rate and the flux
can be combined to yield a differential equation in the
fluence rate alone. Using Eq. (2.1.3) with the divergence
of Eq. (2.1.5) gives

DV2 0(r, t) - 630 (r, t) = (1 + 3D,/) ak(r, t) S(r, t)
C at

+ 3D a2,0 (r, t) _ 3D aS(r, t)
C2 at 2 c at (2.1.7)

For most biological tissues the scattering and absorp-
tion coefficients are in the range 10/cm < tr < 50/cm
and 0.03/cm < /8 < 0.15/cm [in vivo, and with A 650 nm
(Refs. 18 and 19)], so 3D,3 << 1. If the source varies in
time with frequencies of less than -1 GHz, then the last
two terms in Eq. (2.1.7) can also be neglected,2 0 leaving
the diffusion equation

DV2 (r, t)- 80(r, t) =1 a(rt) -S(r, t). (2.1.8)
c at

We are interested in solutions to Eq. (2.1.8) for an in-
finite medium and for a semi-infinite medium with a
planar boundary. In the latter case we will focus on the
appropriate boundary conditions that must supplement
diffusion equation (2.1.8).

B. Infinite-Medium Solutions to the Diffusion Equation
In an infinite medium we require only that the fluence
rate 0 become small at large distances from the source.
The Green's function solution to diffusion equation (2.1.8)
for a source pulse of unit energy emitted from the origin
at time t = t' is2'

t0G(r, t - t') = [4irDc(t _

r 2X exp 4 Dc(t 3c(t - t) . (2.2.1)

It follows that the fluence rate solution for a harmonic
source at the origin emitting power P exp(iwot) is given
by

i0. (r, t) = 4G(r, t - t')P exp(iwt')dt'

P exp(iwt)exp(-kr)
4irD r

= exp(-kea r) exp[-i(kimagr - wt)]exp(-kreair2r
(2.2.2)

where

k =3c + 
k kroai + ikinag D 

1
T -,1 (2.2.3)

/3 C

so that

kreal = Pu2 tr [/1 + (r) 2
+ 1 1

kimag = -30tr [;1 + (r) 2 -1]2. (2.2.4)

We performed the integral in Eq. (2.2.2) by changing vari-
ables and making use of the Laplace transform identity
listed as Eq. (6) in App. V of Ref. 22. The absorption
relaxation time, T, defined in Eq. (2.2.3), ranges typically
from 0.3 to 1.5 ns in biological tissue. The fluence rate
solution in Eq. (2.2.2) has the form of a spherical wave,
often called a diffuse photon-density wave, and is strongly
overdamped even in the absence of absorption. Photon-
density waves can be characterized by their modulation
wavelength, Am = 2 /kimag, and phase velocity, vphase =

wo/kimag. With no absorption ( = 0 so that kreal = kimnag),
photon-density waves are attenuated to 0.2% (27 dB) of
their initial amplitude in just one modulation wavelength.
For typical biological tissues and modulation frequencies
(200 MHz, /3 = 0.1/cm, tr = 20/cm, n = 1.40), photon-
density waves are attenuated by 10 orders of magnitude
(101 dB) in one modulation wavelength.

Experimentally the source consists of a dc term plus an
ac term, S = SdC + Sac exp(icot), so the fluence rate has
a similar form:

0 )= Aexp(-r/6) + exp(-krar)4(,t) Ad. + Aac ep-rar
r r

X exp[-i(kingr - t)], (2.2.5)

where the dc attenuation length is defined by krea(&t )
0) = 1/8 = -

A detector placed a distance r away from the source
will measure the radiance L(r, s, t), which depends on
the orientation s of the detector [see Eq. (2.1.4)]. Experi-
mentally our detector fiber is oriented perpendicular to
the radial flux from the source (Fig. 1), so the detector sig-
nal is simply proportional to the fluence rate t0(r, t) given
in Eq. (2.2.5). The detector then observes the photon-
density wave with a phase lag relative to the source (at
r = 0) given by

phase lag = kimagr = -, 1trI + () 2 - 1] r.
2 L 

(2.2.6)

The modulation amplitude of the wave relative to that at
the source (r = 0) will be

FAac
modulation =-_ 

exp(-kreair) exp(-r/3)
r rdc

[Aac/Adc]

= exp[-(krea - Ihr] = expf- -/Utr

X [ 1 + (T) 2 + 1 ] - 2 r (2.2.7)
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Fig. 1. Infinite-medium geometry. The medium is strongly
scattering with scattering coefficient a-, absorption coefficient ,
and refractive index n. The detector fiber is oriented perpen-
dicular to the radial flux from the source, so the detector signal
is simply proportional to the fluence rate.

Table 1. Values for the Ratio of the Fluence
Rate to the Flux in an Infinite Mediuma

Frequency kreal kimag Am
(MHz) (1/cm) (1/cm) (cm) 1kI/31j1

0 2.45 0 X 8.2
100 2.47 0.355 17.7 8.0
200 2.55 0.692 9.08 7.6
500 2.88 1.53 4.11 6.1

1000 3.51 2.51 2.50 4.6

aPhoton-density plane waves were considered in a turbid medium with
,/ = 0.1/cm, o-tr = 20/cm, and n = 1.40. Equation (2A.6) was used to
evaluate the flux.

It is important to check the validity of the diffusion
approximation [Eq. (2.1.4)], which we used to derive the
diffusion equation [Eq. (2.1.8)]. Specifically, we want to
see whether the amplitude of the isotropic fluence rate 
is much larger than the directional asymmetry term 31jl.
In Table 1 we list the ratio 1 P1/31il for typical biological
tissue at a number of common modulation frequencies.
As expected, increasing the modulation frequency results
in a decrease in modulation wavelength Am and in the
ratio I'1/31jl. Values for I'P1/31jl range from 8.2 to 4.6,
indicating the tentative validity of the diffusion approxi-
mation in the dc-to-1-GHz region. Strictly speaking, the
upper frequency limit for diffusion validity should be
imposed by the reciprocal of the mean time Tsc between
scattering events, i.e., << 1/r,,c = trc 430 GHz.
However, in practical terms the frequency-dependent
reduction in 1 01/31il imposes an upper limit in the tens-
of-gigahertz region.

C. Partial-Current Boundary Condition for a
Semi-Infinite Medium
In noninvasive clinical applications of FDPM the source
and the detector must be placed on the surface of the tis-
sue to be examined. Perhaps the most common FDPM
geometry can be approximated by a semi-infinite medium
with a planar boundary (Fig. 2). Solutions to diffusion
equation (2.1.8) are then subject to a boundary condition
at the planar surface (z = 0). If the boundary is per-
fectly transmitting (no Fresnel reflection), then the radi-
ance L(r, s) evaluated at the boundary must fall to zero
when the direction s points into the medium from out-
side. This constraint results in a discontinuity in the ra-

diance as varies in direction from pointing out of the
medium to pointing into the medium. The discontinu-
ity is a clear violation of the diffusion approximation ex-
pressed in Eq. (2.1.4), in which the radiance is assumed
to be primarily isotropic with a small directional flux.

However, if the refractive indices of the strongly scat-
tering medium and of the bounding transparent medium
are substantially different (e.g., n = 1.40 and nf0,t =
1.00), a significant fraction of the radiant energy inci-
dent upon the boundary from inside will be reflected
back into the turbid medium. This reflected radiance
is effectively equivalent to radiant energy incident upon
the medium from outside. Since radiant energy incident
from inside at a grazing angle will suffer total internal
reflection, the radiance L(r, s) can now vary smoothly as
s changes direction from pointing outside to pointing in-
side the medium, and the discontinuity associated with
the perfectly transmitting boundary condition is avoided.
In our solution to diffusion equation (2.1.8) we shall see
that the extent of anisotropy in L(r, s) at the boundary is
specified in the boundary condition.

Diffusion equation (2.1.8) involves the radiant-energy
fluence rate (r, t), which is the integral of the radiance
over all solid angles, so we shall adopt a boundary condi-
tion expressed in terms of the fluence rate rather than in
terms of the radiance in a particular direction i. Follow-
ing the partial-current treatment of Keijzer et al.10 (see
also Refs. 11 and 12), we set the irradiance at the bound-
ary equal to the integral of the reflected radiance:

Eirrad = ff R>resnel(s)L(s)s * df., (2.3.1)

where h = -i is the outward-drawn normal to the bound-
ary (see Fig. 2) and RFresnel(g) is the Fresnel reflection
coefficient for light incident upon the boundary in a
direction s from within the medium. We use the Fresnel
reflection coefficient for unpolarized light:

RFresnel() 1 (n cos 0' - nout cos 0
2n cos 0 + nout cos 0]

+ 1 (n cos O-nut cos Oi2

2 n cos + flout cos

when 0 ' 0 ' 0,

= 1 when 0, ' 0 ' 7r/2, (2.3.2)

where the angle of incidence 0 from within the medium
is given by cos 0 *, the refracted angle 0' in the

Incident Beam

Fig. 2. Semi-infinite-medium geometry. The lower mnedium is
strongly scattering, with scattering coefficient a-, absorption
coefficient /3, and refractive index n. The upper medium
is transparent, with refractive index nout. n is the out-
ward-drawn normal to the boundary.
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outside medium satisfies n sin = n0 t sin ', and the
critical angle O, for total internal reflection is given by
n sin 0, = n0 ut. The irradiance on the left-hand side of
Eq. (2.3.1) can be evaluated with Eq. (2.1.4):

Eirrad = L .A ( i Lds + * (2.3.3)
ff;.A~~~o 4 2

and the integrated reflected radiance on the right-hand
side of Eq. (2.3.1) can be written with Eq. (2.1.4):

Rrresnei(s)L(.s *ndfl = Re. -Rj Jz X (2.3.4)

where
7/2

Rgs fo A 2 sin cos RFresne1(0)d0,

Rj _o I 3 sin cos2 0 RFresnel(0)dO. (2.3.5)

So boundary condition (2.3.1) reduces to

' + J7Z = R - Rj J24k 2 _ or q = 1 + R j- (- 2j) )1-R (
(2.3.6)

Notice that the boundary condition specifies the ratio of
the fluence rate to the normal component of the flux at the
surface, and we expect this ratio to be large if the diffusion
approximation is to be valid. We rewrite Eq. (2.3.6) and
define an effective reflection coefficient Reff:

1'1 2 1 + R 2 1 + Reff
31jI 3 1-Rro - 3 1-Reff

or

Reff 2-RX + Rj (2.3.7)

The effective reflection coefficient Reff is a composite of
flux (Rj) and fluence rate (RO) terms and represents the
fraction of the emittance that is reflected and becomes
the irradiance:

Eirrad = ReffEemitt = Reff f.A>0L(i)s * hdf

4eff(4 2 (2.3.8)

The ratio 1'kI/31ijI in Eq. (2.3.7) was evaluated for a per-
fectly transmitting boundary and for two realistic mis-
matches in refractive indices; the results are presented
in Table 2. For typical source-detector geometries (see
Figs. 2 and 3), there will be a radial component of the flux
as well as a normal component, especially near the source.
However, at distances greater than 1 0ltr the ratio | qt 1/3I j I
will be only a slight underestimate of the anisotropy in
the radiance at the boundary.

Note in Table 2 that the presence of a Fresnel reflec-
tion increases the ratio from an unacceptable value of 2/3
for the perfectly transmitting boundary to a marginal ra-
tio of 2 for an air-tissue interface. Recall from Table 1
that in an infinite medium the ratio is roughly 7, so the
presence of the boundary strains the diffusion approxima-
tion [Eq. (2.1.4)] even further.

D. Image Configuration for the Partial-Current
Boundary Condition
The partial-current boundary condition expressed in
Eqs. (2.3.1), (2.3.6), and (2.3.7) can be written in terms of
the fluence rate and its normal derivative with the help
of Eq. (2.1.6):

= s at z = 0,

where

is= 1 + Reff 2D = 1 + Reff 2 Itr
1-R 2ff= 1-Reff 3 (2.4.1)

This mixed Dirichlet-Neuman boundary condition has
been applied to radiative transfer theory by several
authors.1 0 12

We mention in passing that, at the interface be-
tween two different turbid media, the boundary con-
dition commonly used is simply the continuity of the
fluence rate 0 and the normal component of the flux
D(a4an). 4.1 6 These separate Dirichlet and Neuman
boundary conditions hold only in the absence of Fresnel
reflection. Using the method of Subsection 2.C, we
have taken account of Fresnel reflection and find that,
while the normal component of the flux is still continu-
ous (jl) = ) = .i) the fluence rate 4i has a disconti-
nuity given by (see Fig. 2, n - n and nout - n2)
(1 - R 1 2 )0(1) + 2(R12 - R21)jz = (1 - R21)S( 2 ). In this
expression, R1 2 is the effective reflection coefficient [see
Eq. (2.3.7)] for radiation incident from medium 1 upon
medium 2, and vice versa for R 21.

In addition to specifying a boundary condition at z = 0,
we must choose a form for the source term S(r, t) in
diffusion equation (2.1.8). In this semi-infinite geome-
try the source is typically a laser beam incident upon
the medium along the z axis. The points at which the
first scattering events occur are distributed exponentially
into the medium. The source can be modeled as a line

Table 2. Values for the Ratio of the Fluence Rate
to the Flux at the Surface

for Typical Mismatches in Refractive Indices
n nout RX Rj Reff II/31jj

1.00 1.00 0 0 0 0.7
1.33 1.00 0.472 0.328 0.431 1.7
1.40 1.00 0.529 0.389 0.493 2.0

nout

Sinks -2

Image +11

Detector
Fiber

Is

tr

Fig. 3. Source, image, and continuous line of sinks that consti-
tute the fluence rate solution in a semi-infinite medium with the
partial-current boundary condition expressed in Eq. (2.4.1).
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of isotropic point sources with strengths that are expo-
nentially damped according to exp(-crtrz). We make the
further approximation that the line of sources can be re-
placed with a single isotropic point source located a trans-
port mean free path Itr into the medium.

The Green's function solution to diffusion equa-
tion (2.1.8) with the partial-current boundary condition
[Eq. (2.1.1)] was given by Bryan2 3 for a source pulse of
unit energy emitted at t = t' from a point (p = 0, Z = tr)
(see also Subsecs. 14.2 and 14.9 of Ref. 22):

'PG(p, Z t- t')

c exp 2 -c(t - t')
[4vTDc(t - t)]312 exP 4 Dc(t -t') 

x 4c(z - 1tr )2 1 ep (z + ltr )1XeXL4Dc(t ti)]+ep 4Dc(t -t')J

_2 f- [ (Z+ltr + )2 ]
- J dl exp(-/8)exp-4Dt-t'

is 0 L Dct V (2.4.2)

Bryan2 3 used the method of images to construct this
Green's function, and he emphasized the following inter-
pretation of the three terms in the sum that compose the
solution: the first term is the response to the original
point source at (p = 0, z = Itr), the second is due to an
image source of the same sign and magnitude at (p = 0,
Z = ltr) and the third represents a continuous line of
sinks stretching from (p = 0, Z = -tr) to (p = 0, z = -cc)

(see Fig. 3). The sinks are damped in amplitude accord-
ing to exp(-l/18 ), where is measured from the image
source at (p = 0, z = -tr). The total strength of the
sinks is twice that of either the original source or the im-
age source, but the sign of the sinks is negative.

One of the major points of this paper is that Bryan's
solution provides a convenient interpretation of the flu-
ence rate for a semi-infinite medium in terms of im-
age sources and sinks. This interpretation remains valid
when the isotropic delta function source at (p = 0, z =
1tr) is replaced with a harmonic source emitting power
P exp(iwot). The fluence rate solution becomes

0fb(p, z, t) = f oG(P, z, t - t')P exp(iwt')dt'

P exp(iwt) exp(-krl) + exp(-kr2 ) _ 2
47rD r, r2 1s

X dl exp(-l/1) exp{-k[(z + tr + 1)2 + p2]112}
[(Rz + 1tr + 1)2 + p2] .32

(2.4.3)

where

r = [(z - tr)2 + p2 ]1 2 , r2 = [(Z + tr) 2 + P 2

(2.4.4)

and the complex wave number k is given by Eqs. (2.2.3).
Experimentally the source consists of a dc term plus an
ac term, S = Sdr + Sac exp(iwt), so the fluence rate has
a similar form:

0(p, z, ) = AdC( exp(-ri/8) + exp(-r2/6) _ 2
dc ri r2 2 1,

[(Z~ltr~l)+ p2]1 2 /6
X I dl exp(-l/l 3) exp{-[(z + tr + 1) + p2 ]"2 /3}

+ Aac exp~ exp(-kri) + exp(-kr2 ) _ 2

X( f dl exp(-l/ 8 ) exp{-k[(z + Itr + 1)2 +2]V2 .
0 ~~~[(Z+It,+l1)2 + p2]112 )

(2.4.5)

It is instructive to check the limiting behavior of the flu-
ence rate in Eq. (2.4.5) as the boundary becomes highly
reflecting, i.e., as Reff - 1. According to the partial-
current boundary condition [Eq. (2.4.1)], the attenuation
length Is of the sink amplitudes becomes infinite. How-
ever, the total strength of the line of sinks remains fixed,
so the amplitude of any finite length of sinks becomes in-
finitesimal, and the integrals over the sinks in Eq. (2.4.5)
tend to zero. In effect, the sinks become so distant that
the photon-density waves that they emit (180° out of
phase with the source and its image) are too strongly
damped to be significant. The remaining terms that are
due to the source and its image become identical at points
on the boundary (z = 0), and the fluence rate at the sur-
face can be seen to be simply twice the fluence rate that
is due to a single source at (p = 0, z = Itr) in an infinite
medium [cf. Eq. (2.2.5)]. In general, the more highly re-
flecting the boundary, the more the fluence rate tends
toward the infinite-medium solution and the less likely it
is that the diffusion approximation will be violated at the
boundary.

An optical fiber placed at the surface of the semi-infinite
medium intercepts the transmitted radiance integrated
over the numerical aperture of the fiber (see Fig. 3).
The diffusion approximation for the radiance [Eq. (2.1.4)],
Fick's law [Eq. (2.1.6)], and the partial-current boundary
condition [Eq. (2.4.1)] can be combined to show that the
detected signal is simply proportional to the fluence rate
0(p, z = 0, t) at the surface:

signal = ffAfiber dxdy fffifiber dfl2

ffAfiber dxdy fffQfiber df12

Fresnel (S )

"Fresnei() 1

X [ O(x, y, z =O) +3D a q

X (x, y, z = )cos 0]cos 

= dxdy dflTFresnel(s)-
Afiber Jflifiber 4ir

X O(XYZ 0) + 3 (1 Reff)
2 (1 + Reff)

X q (X, y, Z = )cos ] cos 6

OC k(x, y, Z = 0), (2.4.6)

where TFre6nei(s) = 1 - resne6(s), and RFresnel(O) is given
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by Eq. (2.3.2). The phase lag and the modulation of the
photon-density waves at the detector fiber can be written
as [cf. Eqs. (2.2.6) and (2.2.7)]

phase lag= kimagro - arctan(IMAG/REAL),

modulation = (REAL2 + MAG 2 )"2 /dc, (2.4.7)

The phase lag and the modulation of the detected signal
can be expressed as

phase lag= kimagro - arctan kiag '(krea + 11r0o

where

REAL = exp(-krealro) _ 1 | dl exp(-l/l,)

X exp(-krirol) cos[kimag(ro - ro)],
rol

IMAG = f dl exp(-l/1,)

X exp(-krealrol) sin[kimag(ro -ro)],

dc= exp(-ro/6)_ 1 I dl exp(-l/l1)
ro 15 J° ro1

rO = (ltr2 + p2)1/2,rol= [(Itr + 1)2 + p2 ]112 . (2.4.8)

When the boundary is perfectly reflecting, Eqs. (2.4.7)
reduce to the infinite-medium expressions for the phase
and the modulation [Eqs. (2.2.6) and (2.2.7), respectively].

E. Zero-Boundary Condition
We have referred to Eq. (2.4.1) as the partial-current
boundary condition,10 although it is also known as the
radiation boundary condition in the context of heat
diffusion.2 2 Two other boundary conditions have been
used in solving diffusion equation (2.1.8) in radiative
transfer. The first sets the fluence rate equal to zero at
the physical boundary, 0(p, z = ) = 0.21,24 Although
this condition is unphysical and violates the diffusion
approximation, it is mathematically simple, and some
researchers have argued that it is a sufficiently good ap-
proximation for biological tissues. 25 This zero boundary
condition can be satisfied by introduction of a negative
image at z = - 1tr, yielding the following expression for
the fluence rate:

0(p, z, t) = AdC exp(-rl/6) exp(-r2/3)]

F exp(-krl) _ exp(-kr2 )1+ A,, exp(it) [j (2.5.1)

where

r = [(Z - ltr)2 + p2] 2,

modulation =
[(kreal + _r0 )2 + knag]2

(1/8 + 1/ro)
X exp[-(kreal - 1/ 8)rO]- (2.5.4)

Note that Eqs. (2.5.4) do not account for a refractive-index
mismatch at the boundary.

F. Extrapolated-Boundary Condition
Moulton,6 Patterson et al.,7 and Farrel et al.' have
employed a more palatable boundary condition in which
the fluence rate is set equal to zero at an extrapolated
boundary located a distance Zb outside the turbid
medium, (p, z = -Zb) = 0. This extrapolated-
boundary approach has its origin in the rigorous
solution of the Milne problem (see Subsecs. 5.6 and
6.4 of Ref. 13; Chap. 4, Subsec. IV.E of Ref. 14; and
Subsecs. 5.39-5.42 of Ref. 16). The Milne problem
involves the solution of the time-independent transport
equation for a semi-infinite medium with a source lo-
cated infinitely deep inside the medium. The fluence
rate solution to the Milne problem is nonzero on the
boundary but extrapolates to zero at a distance Zb outside
the medium. Moulton6 modified Marshak's boundary
condition for the Pi approximation (see Subsec. 10.5 of
Ref. 15) to include a Fresnel reflection at the surface,
and he obtained an approximate value for Zb:

Zb =l1 - 1 + Reff 2 1
1 - Reff 3

(2.6.1)

Aronson9 used numerical methods to obtain the solution
to the transport equation that includes the Fresnel re-
flection at the boundary, and his values for Zb are - 5%
smaller than those of Eq. (2.6.1) when the refractive-index
mismatch is air-water or air-flesh.

The method of images can be used to construct a flu-
ence rate solution that satisfies O(p, z = -Zb) = 0. The
resulting configuration of images is depicted in Fig. 4, and

r2 = [(Z + Itr)2 + P2 1"2 .

(2.5.2)

Because the fluence rate is zero at the boundary, the
transmitted radiance detected at the surface has a con-
tribution only from the flux [see Eq. (2.1.4)]:

Sinks -2

ts,= 1 68 1tr
Image +1 A ,

I tr n

Image -1 0 

Zb + ltr

- ---- extrapolated-
boundary

Zb = s= 1
.
6 8

ttr

signal = fber dxdyff dflTFresnel

x L(x, y, z = O. )(s * n)

=| dxdyff dflTFresnei

x 3 D aO (x, y, z = O)cos 2 
4 az

cc -(x, y, z= 0).
az

Fig. 4. Source and image configurations for two different bound-
ary conditions: partial-current at the left and extrapolated
boundary at the right. The placement of the images is scaled

(2.5.3) appropriately for an air-medium interface, with the refractive
index of the medium equal to that of water.
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the associated expression for the fluence rate is

qS(p, z, t) eAdC[xp ri/.) exp(-rb/3)]
re rb

+Aac exp(iwt)[exp(-kri) exp(rb) (2.6.2)rw rb
where

oriented normal to the boundary and that the numerical
aperture of the fiber is small, then the following expres-
sions describe the phase lag and modulation of the photon
density waves at the detector:

phase lag = kimagro - arctan(IMAG/REAL),

modulation = (REAL2 + IMAG2 )" 2/dc,

where

(2.6.5)

exp(-krealr___ exp(-kr lIrob) / 1 ltr2 exp(-keajIro) // 1
REAL = exp(-krearo) - cos[kiag(rob -ro)] ea + kreal + - I - + kreaI + -

ro ~~~~~~~rob ro ro r rob/

X( 2
Zb + lt4t cos[kinag(rOb - ro)] exp( krealrOb) + kimag (2 b +tr)tr Sin[kimag(rOb - r)] exp(-krealrob)

rob rob rob rOb

IMAG sifl[kimag(rOb - ro)] eprarob) + kimag tro e(krro)(z + ltag r~lt cos[kimag(rob - r)]

x exp(-krealrb) _ (krea +
rOb

1 (2 b + ltr)ltr sin[kimag(rOb - r)] exp(krealrob)
rOb rOb rOb

d exp(-ro/3) _ exp(-rOb/3 ) + 1 1 Itr2 exp(-ro/8) + 1 + 1 \(2Zb + ltr)ltr exp(-rOb/8)
ro rob 8 5 roJ ro ro robJ rob rOb

rOb = (2Zb + Itr)2 + p2]1/2 .

r = [(Z - tr)2 + p2]112 rb = [(z + 2Zb + ltr)2 + p2]1"2 .

(2.6.3)

The extrapolated boundary and the partial-current con-
figurations are depicted side by side in Fig. 4, and it is
interesting to note that the two configurations have the
same dipole and quadrupole moments. The dipole mo-
ments are p = 2(1 + ltr), and the quadrupole moments
are Q = 8ls(l + ltr) when they are evaluated with respect
to an origin on the boundary. The two configurations dif-
fer only in octupole and higher moments.

In the extrapolated boundary condition the fluence rate
is nonzero at the physical boundary (z = 0), and so the
detected signal has contributions from both the fluence
rate and the flux [see Eq. (2A.4)]:

signal= ff dxdy ff dflTFresnes()

X L(x, y, z = 0, *n A)

= ffAfib r dxdy f|fibr dflTFresne()

x 1 0[(x,y,z=0)
4,7r

+ 3D a (x, y, z = O)cos 0 cos 0. (2.6.4)
azj

The fluence rate term seems to have been neglected by
some researchers,6-8 though according to the diffusion ap-
proximation it is substantially larger than the flux term.
In integration of the radiance over the solid angle accepted
by the fiber, the angular dependence of the flux term is,
in principle, different from that of the fluence rate. This
difference in angular dependence leads to an awkward re-
sult in the extrapolated-boundary approach: the precise
linear combination of fluence rate and flux contained in
the detected signal is a function of the numerical aper-
ture of the fiber. If we assume that the detector fiber is

(2.6.6)

We mention in passing that Allen and McKenzie26 col-
lapsed the extrapolated boundary image configuration of
Fig. 4 above to a point dipole located on the extrapolated
boundary. At short distances from the source, however,
the separation of the charges in Fig. 4 should be dis-
cernible, and their expression for the fluence rate is not
substantially simpler than Eq. (2.6.2).

G. Comparison of the Three Boundary Conditions
It is interesting to compare the predictions of the
three boundary conditions: the partial-current [rela-
tions (2.4.7) and (2.4.8)], the extrapolated-boundary
[Eqs. (2.6.5)], and the zero-boundary [(Eqs. (2.5.4)]. We
have simulated phase and modulation data for these three
boundary conditions, using optical properties typical of bi-
ological tissue. The data are plotted in Fig. 5 along with
phase and modulation data for an infinite medium. The
most striking feature of Fig. 5 is the difference between
the infinite-medium curve and the three semi-infinite
curves. It is obviously important to apply some bound-
ary condition when analyzing phase and modulation data
taken at the surface of tissue. On the other hand, the
partial-current and extrapolated-boundary curves are al-
most indistinguishable, and the zero boundary curve lies
just noticeably lower in phase and higher in modulation.

It is clear from the different curves of simulated data
in Fig. 5 that different values for the scattering and
absorption coefficients would be deduced from experi-
mental data, depending on which boundary condition is
employed in the fitting function. We have highlighted
these differences by fitting the three sets of semi-infinite
data in Fig. 5 with a partial-current fitting function. We
also fitted the partial-current simulated data with an
infinite-medium fitting function to evaluate the error in-
troduced by failing to employ any boundary condition at
-all. The results are presented in Table 3. Without any
boundary condition, 0tr is underestimated by 20% and /3
is overestimated by 50%. The loss of photons through
the boundary is mistaken for increased absorption in the

rO = (ltr2 + p2)1/2,
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Fig. 5. Simulated phase (A) and modulation (B) data for an
infinite medium (solid curves) and for a semi-infinite medium
with three boundary conditions: partial-current, extrapolated
boundary, and zero boundary. The transport scattering co-
efficient is 10/cm, the absorption coefficient is 0.05/cm, the
refractive index of the turbid medium is 1.40, the effective
reflection coefficient is 0.493, and the source-detector separation
is 2.0 cm.

turbid medium. However, the three different boundary
conditions yield values for atr and /3 that are the same
to within 5%.

In a similar way we have investigated differences in
simulated data as parameter values are varied over the
following ranges: 10/cm ' tr 50/cm, 0.03/cm ' /3 '
0.15/cm, 1.33 ' n s 1.40 and 0.431 ' Reff 0.493, and
1 cm ' p ' 5 cm. We found that deduced values of op-
tical parameters differ by less than 3% when data
generated with the partial-current and the extrapolated-
boundary conditions are fitted, whereas the zero-
boundary condition yields discrepancies up to 14%. In
all cases the greatest deviations occur when the source-
detector separation p is reduced to 1 cm; variations in
0tr, /3, n, and Reff have only minor effects.

We also report that neglecting the fluence rate contri-
bution to the detected signal in the extrapolated-boundary
approach makes essentially no difference in the simulated
data. Although they are not specifically contained in the
boundary condition, the fluence rate and the flux at the
physical boundary are evidently very nearly proportional
(as required by the partial-current boundary condition), so
that the signal is proportional to either the fluence rate
or the flux. In Subsection 2.H we elaborate on this close
similarity between solutions satisfying the partial-current
and the extrapolated-boundary conditions.

H. Partial-Current-Extrapolated Boundary Unification
It is clear from the preceding sections that the zero
boundary condition is less attractive than the partial-
current and extrapolated boundary conditions. The
zero boundary condition maximally violates the diffu-
sion approximation and does not account for a mismatch
in refractive index. Furthermore, its use in fitting data
may result in errors in optical parameters of 10-15%
(when p/ltr 10), a discouraging prospect at the outset
of a diagnostic procedure. Accordingly, we exclude the
zero boundary condition from serious consideration and
focus our attention on the partial-current and extrapo-
lated boundary conditions.

Both the partial-current and the extrapolated bound-
ary approaches are based on sound physical principles,
and their theoretical development seems unflawed. The
partial-current boundary condition is logically consistent
within the limitations of the diffusion approximation, and
the extrapolated boundary condition is motivated by a rig-
orous solution to the transport equation in a fairly gen-
eral situation. On the other hand, each has drawbacks.
The partial-current image configuration includes an infi-
nite line of sinks, which makes nonlinear least-squares fit-
ting of data very time consuming. However, because the
partial-current boundary condition explicitly requires the
flux to be proportional to the fluence rate at the surface,
the detected signal at the surface is proportional to either
the fluence rate or the flux. The extrapolated boundary

Table 3. Results of Nonlinear Least-Squares Fits to Simulated Semi-Infinite-Medium Dataa
Use This To Fit Data Simulated

Fitting Function With This Boundary Condition .3(1/cm) -tr (1/cm)

Partial-Current Partial-Current 0.0500 10.00
Partial-Current Extrapolated Boundary 0.0503 9.90
Partial-Current Zero Boundary 0.0505 9.57
Infinite-Medium Partial-Current 0.0733 7.78

aThe fitting function used a partial-current boundary condition or no boundary condition. The simulated data were the same as in Fig. 5 and were
generated by use of transport scattering coefficient of 10/cm and an absorption coefficient of 0.05/cm.
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condition, on the other hand, leads to an expression for
the detected signal that in principle is a function of the
numerical aperture of the detector fiber, certainly a logical
nuisance. Clearly it would be nice to combine the advan-
tages and avoid the disadvantages of both conditions.

An obvious course of action is to approximate the
partial-current line of sinks with a few point sinks in
such a way that the dipole and quadrupole moments of
the image configuration are preserved. A single point
sink with charge -2 placed a distance from the + 1 im-
age (see Figs. 3 and 4) preserves the dipole moment but
reduces the quadrupole moment. With two point sinks
(total charge -2) there are actually an infinite number
of ways to replace the line of sinks and leave the dipole
and quadrupole moments intact. Perhaps the most ap-
pealing way is to divide the total sink charge of -2
into two point sinks each with charge -1 and use their
positions (2 degrees of freedom) to preserve the dipole
and quadrupole moments. It turns out that one point
sink must be placed on top of the +1 image, thus can-
celing the + 1 image, and the second point sink must be
placed a distance 21 + Itr from the physical boundary
(see Fig. 4). The result is precisely the extrapolated-
boundary configuration.

It is now clear why the extrapolated-boundary solu-
tion seems to satisfy the partial-current boundary con-
dition, as mentioned in Subsection 2.G. The solutions
are nearly the same because the extrapolated-boundary
image configuration is the best single-point image rep-
resentation of the partial-current configuration, differing
only in octupole and higher multipole moments. This in-
sight suggests a considerable simplification of extrapo-
lated boundary equations (2.6.5) and (2.6.6). Since the
extrapolated boundary fluence rate in Eq. (2.6.2) also
obeys the partial-current boundary condition to a good
approximation, the detected signal will be proportional
to either the fluence rate or the flux contribution to the
transmitted radiance. Hence we can use just the fluence
rate terms in Eqs. (2.6.5) and (2.6.6) and drop the flux
terms. Equations (2.6.5) and (2.6.6) can thus be short-
ened to

phase lag = kimagro - arctan(IMAG/REAL),

modulation = (REAL2 + IMAG2) " 2 /dc, (2.7.1)

where

REAL = exp(-kreairo) _ cos[kimag(rob - ro)]
ro

exp(-krealrOb),
rob

IMAG= sin[kinag(rob - r)] exp(-krealrob)
rOb

de = exp(-ro/6) exp(-rOb/8)
ro rob

rO = (tr 2 + p2)1/2, rOb = [(2Zb + tr)2 + 2]12,

Zb = is = + _ Rff 2 tr (2.7.2)

We incorporated Eqs. (2.7.1) and (2.7.2) into a nonlinear
least-squares fitting routine and found that the speed of

fitting is vastly improved over that with partial-current
equations (2.4.7) and (2.4.8). Moreover, the values of op-
tical parameters deduced from fits of data differ by less
than 3% from values found with the partial-current or
the extrapolated boundary approach over the wide range
of values used in Subsection 2.G. We recommend simpli-
fied equations (2.7.1) and (2.7.2) as a fast, accurate means
of accounting for the presence of a boundary in the analy-
sis of FDPM data.

3. FREQUENCY-DOMAIN
PHOTON-MIGRATION MEASUREMENTS
To test the predictions of diffusion theory, we collected
FDPM data from tissue phantoms with a range of scatter-
ing and absorption coefficients. The experimental setup
was described in detail previously.2 7 Briefly, the 650-nm
beam from an argon-pumped-dye laser was modulated
by a Pockels cell at 5 MHz with harmonic content up
to 250 MHz. The beam was directed onto the surface of
the tissue phantom by an optical fiber, and light emitted
from a point 5-25 mm away was collected by a detector
fiber and was led to a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu
R928). The fibers were also pushed deep into the phan-
tom to simulate an infinite-medium geometry. A multi-
harmonic Fourier transform fluorometer (SLM, Urbana,
Ill., Model 48000-MHF) recorded the phase and modu-
lation of the detected light. The reference phase and
modulation data were collected with the fibers joined end
to end in air while the sample photomultiplier tube was
attenuated with a neutral-density filter.

The tissue phantoms were 1-L mixtures of whole milk
and water in a 1% agar gel. We varied the amount of
milk to attain the desired transport scattering coefficient.
For example, 40% milk yielded 0-tr = 6/cm. The absorp-
tion of the gels (,/ 3 0.02/cm) is due primarily to the 1%
agar.

Phase and modulation data from a representative gel
(40% milk) are presented in Fig. 6. Data are shown
for two different values, 1.5 and 2.5 cm, of the source-
detector separation and for two different placements of
the source and detector fibers: (1) on the surface of the
gel and (2) pushed to the center of the gel to simulate an
infinite-medium environment. Notice the substantial in-
crease in phase and decrease in modulation as the fibers
are moved from the surface to the center of the gel. This
change was anticipated theoretically in Subsection 2.G.

The solid curves in Fig. 6 represent nonlinear least-
squares fits to the data with Eqs. (2.2.6) and (2.2.7)
for the infinite-medium data and partial-current equa-
tions (2.4.7) and (2.4.8) for the surface data. Using sim-
plified equations (2.7.1) and (2.7.2) to fit the surface
data makes essentially no difference in the values ob-
tained for the optical parameters. Since the gels are
primarily water, the refractive index was taken to be
n = 1.33, and the effective Fresnel reflectivity for the sur-
face data was set at Reff = 0.431. At each value of the
source-detector separation, phase and modulation data
were fitted simultaneously with two fitting parameters:
(1) absorption coefficient /3 and (2) a parameter f, de-
fined to be f = r[(3/2)otr]" 2 for infinite-medium data and
f = p[(3/2)otr]"l2 for surface data. In infinite-medium
equations (2.2.6) and (2.2.7), the transport scattering co-
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efficient utr and the fiber separation r occur only in the
combination defined in the parameter f. This is only
approximately true in the semi-infinite-medium equa-
tions, but we continue to use these fitting parameters for
reasons that will become clear in the discussion below.

The fitted values for absorption coefficient /3 are plot-
ted in Fig. 7 as a function of fiber separation. Three
features of Fig. 7 deserve emphasis. First, fitting
infinite-medium data with infinite-medium theory yields
essentially the same values for /3 as fitting surface data
with semi-infinite-medium theory. The partial-current
or the simplified extrapolated boundary condition seems
to account successfully for the presence of the interface.
Second, fitting surface data with infinite-medium the-
ory yields values for is that are too large by roughly
75%. It is clearly important to use some boundary con-

dition when one is analyzing surface data. Third, there
is a tendency to overestimate /3 at small fiber sepa-
rations. In comparing Monte Carlo simulations with
diffusion-theory predictions of diffuse reflectance ver-
sus fiber separation, we have noticed that diffusion
theory deviates at values of p less than 70% of at-
tenuation length 8 (see also Ref. 28). For the gel under
consideration ( = 0.02/cm, 0-tr = 6/cm), that distance
is 1.2 cm. Indeed, the sharpest overestimates in Fig. 7
occur at values of p less than 1.2 cm and may reflect a
failure of diffusion theory. There is still a slight p de-
pendence at longer distances, but most of our FDPM data
do not show this longer p trend.

The fitted values for the parameter f are plotted in
Fig. 8 as a function of fiber separation. The dependence
is linear as expected, and the surface data superpose
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from the infinite-medium data and 0-tr = 6.4 ± 0.5/cm from the
surface data.

nicely on the infinite-medium data. From the slopes of
linear fits to the two sets of data (using only points with r
or p > 1.0 cm), values for the transport scattering coeffi-

cient can be found: tr = 7.6 ± 1.8/cm from the infinite-
medium data and o-t, = 6.4 + 0.5/cm from the surface
data. Again to demonstrate the importance of applying
a boundary condition in the analysis of surface data, we
obtained values for f by fitting surface data with infinite-
medium theory. A linear fit of these values (again for
p > 1.0 cm) yields tr = 3.4 + 1.0/cm, an underestimate
as predicted theoretically in Subsection 2.G.

A surprising feature of Fig. 8 is the nonzero intercept
of the linear dependence of f versus fiber separation.
By definition, the f data should extrapolate through the
origin. This peculiar result can be traced to a nonzero
intercept in a plot of the phase data versus fiber sepa-
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Fig. 9. Phase versus fiber separation for three different modula-
tion frequencies: 50, 100, and 150 MHz. The source and the
detector fibers were either pushed deep into the gel to simulate
an infinite-medium geometry (A) or placed on the surface of the
gel (B). The gel was the same one used in Figs. 6-8. For both
infinite-medium and surface data the x intercepts are approxi-
mately -0.5 cm.
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Fig. 10. Fitted values for parameter f versus source-detector
separation. The source and detector fibers were facing each
other in an effectively infinite medium of 10% Intralipid. These
FDPM measurements were made with just the argon-pump laser
(514 nm) and have been described in more detail by Tromberg
et al.2 7 From the slope of the fitted line (solid line), the trans-
port scattering coefficient is found to be tr = 140/cm. The
fitted value of the absorption coefficient is /8 = 0.021/cm (at
514 nm). The x intercept of the f-versus-r line is -0.07 cm,
considerably less than that of Fig. 8.
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Fig. 11. Phase-versus-fiber (r) separation for three different
modulation frequencies: 50, 100, and 150 MHz. The source
and detector fibers were facing each other in an effectively infi-
nite medium of 10% Intralipid (as in Fig. 10). The x intercepts
of the fitted lines are approximately -0.08 cm, considerably less
than those of Fig. 9.

ration (Fig. 9). Both infinite-medium and surface-data
plots have an x intercept of approximately -0.5 cm; i.e.,
the source seems to be 5 mm farther from the detector
than the fiber separation would indicate. In retrospect,
our model for the source of photon-density waves places
the source at a distance tr 1.7 mm beyond the end of
the source fiber. This additional 1.7 mm from fiber tip

to source plus the extra distance from source to detec-
tor fiber could cause the effective source-detector sep-
aration to be as much as 2 mm greater than the fiber
separation (see Fig. 1). However, we are still puzzled
by the additional factor of 2.5 needed to reach the 5-mm
x-intercept value. An interesting comparison is provided
by FDPM data taken from a more strongly scattering
sample (tr = 0.0071 cm, 0

T
tr = 1/1tr = 140/cm) and with

source and detector fibers facing each other. Figures 10
and 11 show the drastic reduction in intercepts both
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Fig. 12. Phase (A) and modulation (B) data collected under
three sets of conditions: infinite-medium geometry (circles),
semi-infinite-medium geometry (squares), and semi-infinite-
medium geometry with the surface of the gel covered by alu-
minum foil (triangles). The gel was as for Fig. 6 (40% milk), and
the source-detector separation was 1.5 cm. The solid curves
are fits to Eqs. (2.2.6) and (2.2.7) for the infinite-medium data,
to Eqs. (2.7.1) and (2.7.2) with Reff = 0.431 for the semi-infinite
data, and to Eqs. (2.7.1) and (2.7.2) with Reff = 0.8 for the
aluminum foil data.
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Fig. 13. Simulated phase data for an infinite medium (top
curve) and for a semi-infinite medium with four different surface
reflectivities: Reff = 0.96, 0.90, 0.80, 0.431. The absorption
coefficient is / = 0.05/cm, and the transport scattering
coefficient is o-tr = 10/cm. The refractive index of the medium
is n = 1.33 for all cases, and the source-detector separation is
2.0 cm.

in the f-versus-r plot (x intercept = -0.7 mm) and in
the phase-versus-r plot (x intercept = -0.8 mm). There
are two reasons that these intercepts are smaller: first,
the additional distance to the source point is now only
1tr = 0.07 mm and second, the additional distance to the
source point may be compensated by the shorter distance
to the detector fiber (the fibers are facing each other).
We continue to explore this phenomenon and recommend
the use of several source-detector separations when one
is attempting to measure the transport scattering coeffi-
cient L'tr-

We end this section by examining the effect of surface
reflectivity (Reff) on phase and modulation. FDPM data
were taken from a gel (40% milk) under three sets of con-
ditions: (1) infinite-medium geometry, (2) semi-infinite-
medium geometry with the source and detector fibers at
the surface, and (3) semi-infinite-medium geometry as in
condition (2) but with the surface of the gel covered with
aluminum foil (0.6-mm-diameter holes were cut for the
fibers). Representative phase and modulation data are
presented in Fig. 12. Note that the increase in Reff pro-
vided by the aluminum foil raises the phase data and
reduces the modulation data.

According to the discussion in Subsection 2.D, an in-
crease in Reff toward a value of 1.0 yields phase and modu-
lation data closer to infinite-medium values. Figure 13
illustrates just how close Reff must be to 1.0 for the phase
and modulation data to approach the infinite-medium val-
ues. We found that the aluminum foil data in Fig. 12
were best fitted with a value for Reff of 0.8. Interestingly,
this value is identical to our foil reflectivity measure-
ments performed at 650 nm with an integrating sphere.
Although a highly reflective surface placed on biological
tissue could in principle eliminate the effect of the bound-
ary, Fig. 13 clearly indicates that the reflectivity would
have to reach an impractical value of 0.98 to mimic an
infinite-medium geometry reliably.
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